How to Reach the Goal of Quadruple Aim Today in Healthcare Service Ecosystem: Nudges from the A4A Approach.
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Abstract. The pandemic has uncovered hidden, latent or unknown misalignments in healthcare worldwide. Difficulties, friction, disturbances, misunderstandings, underestimations, carelessness and other issues have ensued quickly, upsetting the ecosystem value creation mechanisms and influencing all actor’s behavior within every country’s Healthcare Service Ecosystems (H-SES). The expected health system impacts are those demarcated by the quadruple aims that include all the actors in the health ecosystem. Such aims address improving patient and caregiver experience; improving the health of populations; reducing per capita cost; and improving the work life of providers. This warranted a search for deeper understanding of the on-going dynamics and relative insights to foster actor engagement, provide a good global service in Healthcare, and fully reach the well-known quadruple aim. By referring to the cyclical model of the actor for actor model (A4A), we consider and review their shared intentionality and finality alignment, to investigate how resource integration work here and what happen in case of contingences (as in the case of a pandemic). It is a theoretical work, but entails many practical issues in Healthcare in terms of patient empowerment, improving population health, lowering cost of care, and maintaining the wellbeing of the care team.
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1 Introduction

The world was not prepared for disruptive events such as the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused a severe impact to the healthcare as intended service ecosystem (H-SES) [1, 2]. That has highlighted the gaps in implementing a suitable strategy in terms of Value (value proposition, value perception, value co-creation), due to lack of precise information from population groups on their practice adherence (i.e. value-in-use) [3] to tailor new practices (i.e. value-in-experience) [4], and seek the engagement of all actors, clinical and non-clinical, in the specific context of local public and private healthcare services (i.e. value-in-context) [5]. In Healthcare, the existing link among value co-creation and system dynamics in the path of H-SES deeply matches with the ‘continuity’ of care service [6], as it is provided as
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something resulting from strong cooperation, great engagement, mutual benefit, and patient-empowerment based healthcare plans and operations [7], following a lot the logic of win-win relationships as stated in Service Science and the studies of Smart Healthcare [8].

This allows having a specific focus on the main H-SES guidelines and final goals, like well-known quadruple aims evidenced in terms of improvement of patient experience, improved population health, reduction of cost of care, and a better work life of health care providers, including clinicians and staff [9].

Methodologically, to do that, the Actor-for-Actor (A4A) approach [10] has been used to frame the interactions and understand the constraints. By referring to the cyclical model of A4A steps, we focused on the structural pre-conditions of actor’s engagement and relationships and reviewed the system determinants and their awareness in being part of an H-SES, their shared intentionality and finality alignment, to investigate how resource integration work here and what happen in case of contingencies – as in the case of a pandemic. This applied ‘method theory’ [11], by matching A4A main steps and healthcare quadruple aims – QAs (as compared in the fig.1), allowed us to adapt the lens used in confirming the current advances in knowledge and going toward practical suggestions for managers in Healthcare.

Fig.1. Crossing A4A approach left [10] and Healthcare Quadruple Aim [74]
2 Scientific frame based on systems’ studies

With the growing size of an aging population with chronic care conditions, it is imperative that public health, working with other healthcare organizations, use learning from COVID-19 to work towards developing a client centric (patient or population group), service driven, community strategy to co-create and sustain value to public at large. The pandemic has uncovered hidden, latent or unknown misalignments in Healthcare worldwide; difficulties, friction, disturbances, misunderstandings, underestimations, carelessness and other issues have ensued quickly. This led to challenges in maintaining a continuity of care and the quality of service provision.

Systems’ studies offer contextualized dynamic interactions among Actors, to frame the interpretation mode to be used here; then a focus on the H-SES has been done, by highlighting the typical switch from EGO to ECO logic [12]. It is interesting to understand which aspects are linked to sustainability, such as the multitude of actors (workers, citizens, producers, suppliers, authorities, consumers, users, etc.) and facilitators (retail sales, large distribution, networks information, financial services, public health administration), which are fundamental for the improvement of the management capacity and implementation of collaborative strategies [13]. In this sense, service systems (smart-, complex-, eco- that they are) do not derive from simple intuitions but result from systematic methods of continuous learning, data collection, rational innovation, social responsibility and network governance [14]. By applying an intelligent service to an intelligence in practice, inserted in a context of smart cities, made up of intelligent organizations, through intelligent operations, to achieve intelligent results, there can be some important changes in every aspect of our daily life [15].

As regards the definition of the reference framework, it seems useful to appropriately consolidate the level of analysis. The study of complex phenomena, often framed in broader discourses than single events, in fact requires a precise investigation perspective that is capable of enhancing the contributions represented up to now by the reference scientific paradigms [16, 17].

2.1 Capability Reconfiguration

Capability reconfiguration processes follow interpretative logics aimed at reducing complexity, new information architectures are favored and infrastructures must strengthen organizations, computing and system performance, allowing for better management of complexity [18]. The variety of information and the variability of possible reticular interconnections within the service systems promote new forms of co-operation that can be interpreted as systemic interactions between the actors of the cognitively aligned system [19]. The system in this sense is made viable by the behavior assumed, more strategic, more reactive, more adaptive, more intelligent [20]. The qualification and enhancement of these interactions, the redesign of organizational configurations, the management of complexity are therefore all elements that identify a successful system [21]; furthermore, given the service-oriented perspective of modern operations, such a structured service system, which exploits network synergies can in effect be considered smart, able to really survive within its own eco-system of reference [18]. When environmental contingencies occur (contingency theory), organizations are able to survive in a particular context only if they improve their ability to evolve and make their operations adhere to external changes [22]. In fact, the opening of the systems studied (service systems for SSMED and SD Logic, value networks for network theories, viable systems for VSA), involves a homeostatically dynamic adaptation to external changes and their survival is directly linked to ability to seek and promote dynamic and satisfactory evolutions (equifinality) [23]. While the world is getting smarter (we are now talking more and more often about smarter planet), systems must be
people-centric, information-driven, e-oriented to adapt, and mutual and collective satisfaction should encourage and cultivate people to collaborate and innovate [24].

By analyzing the Healthcare context from a system perspective, it is possible to define all the Actors as endogenous elements of a single and interactive value generation process. Everyone therefore has (or should have) an active role, is dynamic and decisive for the evaluation of the service rendered as a whole, even in the health sector. According to some fundamental principles of Service Science, the interactions between these Actors can be classified as follows [25, 26]. In an H-SES, several stakeholders (patients, suppliers, health organizations, authorities) participate in the exchange process in a vision which sees the logic of service as crucial [27]. There is a heterogeneity of actors (patients, clinicians, administrators, authorities and others) who are part of the health system as bearers of very different interests, which therefore bring equally different resources to the system [28]. They have undergone a series of changes that have changed their principles, objectives, aims and logic of operation.

2.2 Patient Centricity and Collaborative Value co-creation

In particular, the re-organization of healthcare is aimed at placing the citizen at the center of the system and its planning, trying to make him not simply aware of the care process and of the reasons for which company choices are made, but also participate in the process of creation of value through the desire to share information with other patients, the collection and correct management of data and information useful for the purposes of the medical history and traceability of the diagnostic or therapeutic path, self-medication, periodic medical checks and other behaviors estimates and proactive activities [29]. The attempt is being made to provide the tools through which citizens can dialogue, intervene in the care process, and promote requests for improvement. However, the effectiveness of this process is strictly connected with the effective interaction and cooperation between the various subjects and resources involved, which is possible only through the implementation of coordination mechanisms of different types, i.e. at the managerial, political, social, economic level and IT [30]. Ultimately, the modern process of using the health service could be defined as a "cooperative game", aimed at the promotion, implementation and coordination of multi-actor interventions [31].

According to the studies on Systems, however, the (objective) environment, in which the (subjective) context of each specific system is developed and consolidated, is able to affect the daily strategies undertaken and pursued, enhancing or debasing the attitudes and the relative survival capacities (for example of plants, but also of companies and organizations in general) in the long term of all systems (more or less rooted, more or less contextualized) [17]. To survive, organizations cannot fail to relate to their own subjective reference context, as well as respect the constraints and rules of the over-determined objective environment [32]. For a given system, the environment is therefore that set of exchange objects whose characteristics affect and are influenced by the behavior of a system [17]. The various approaches deriving from the general theory of systems precisely define the environment/context relationship, with particular reference to the influence exerted on systems and their behaviors [17].

More in depth, the "viable model of systems" deriving from VSM outlines the concept of a vital system, as an entity that is adaptable to its constantly evolving environment and therefore able to survive [33]. The viable system is an abstract description of cybernetics, applicable to all autonomous organizations. From it derives the study of the structure of the regulations, of the reactions to changes, of the feedbacks, that is to say of all that allows the adaptation of the system to the new conditions of the surrounding environment [34].
As far as healthcare organizations are concerned, the service they are required to provide, in favor of collective health and its sustainability, becomes a real corporate vision [8]. All the various stakeholders interact with the social context, government agencies, ethics and legal issues in order to improve the proposed / perceived average level of quality [15]. Behaviors and decisions to adapt have a very specific place in a complex environment such as healthcare, and for this reason they deserve to be analyzed [7]. The healthcare environment, made up of infinite subjective contexts, is in fact a function of the different diagnostic paths, the different knowledge possessed, the different resources available, all aspects that generate different scenarios, but which at the same time fall within the same general framework represented by the Healthcare, seen as a Service Ecosystem (H-SES) as in the following section.

3 Observing the Healthcare Service Ecosystem

“In a well-functioning health care system, the creation of value for patients should determine the rewards for all other actors in the system” [34]. Value assessment in general is to be seen from a consumer’s view-point in service driven economies, especially it is all about how healthcare consumers are impacted by the spread of viral infection in a pandemic. Public health 3.0 research argues that public health agencies have to re-envisions themselves to become population ecosystem centric by developing community strategies that leverage cross-sector collaboration of actors within the community to address the distinct needs of various population groups [35]. This calls for a learning health system approach that assess how environmental, policy, and system level actions will influence the social determinants of health of individual population groups and tailor practices to influence their health behavior, exactly as in a H-SES. To do this, we often try to propose new tools, practices, measures, communication channels, connections; we adapt, we learn, we change, to strengthen ourselves and be more competitive over time [36].

Graphically (fig.2) it is possible to observe how the patients more than the other Actors are able to interact with all the others, can obtain benefit from these interactions, can contribute (through appropriate feedback, coded or not) to support the provision of the service itself and indirectly to improve the quality of performances (in terms of efficiency and effectiveness) [7].

Fig.2. Configuring today multi-level HSES [7]
The links between the entities operating in the H-SES carry the links relating to the procedures indicated by the institutions that each actor (clinics, pharmacies, industries) must comply with, as in practice we see every day. In the same way, the flow of information (concerning rules, constraints, norms, limits) improves the relationships between the individuals who operate and who are served. In the health sector, the eco-systemic essence leads to a safer diagnosis, clinical knowledge has increased, hospitals can therefore be more efficient and can really contribute to improving sustainable collective well-being [7].

4 The contribution of A4A in reaching quadruple aims in healthcare

A4A model is a set of actor-to-actor relationships [10, 37]. These ‘A4A’ type relationships, mutual interest of subjects, are defined over a given process and oriented to seek mutual satisfaction among the actors, affecting a lot the concept of value and stressing multi-level co-creative processes involving actors as in the H-SES. These are to lead to long-term relationships, thus leaving little room for opportunistic and/or speculative behaviour.

The engagement can potentially lead to co-creation of value and willingness to commit resources to support the shared goals. In the healthcare, culture plays a role in how clients interact with clinical care providers and the language used and empathy shown can go a long way in seeking commitment to a shared outcome, and potentially influencing adherence to treatment guidelines or preventive practices.

4.1 Applying the A4A lens

In A4A, the commitment does not only focus on generic psychological involvement of the actors, but also identifies the actors’ intention to share in a common purpose that is pursued in a specific way to enable them to participate towards the common purpose. When there is a high sensitivity to collective realization, the alignment of strategies in the planning phase increases, as does their viability [38, 39, 40]. To discuss A4A application in-detail we use its seven steps [10] and apply main reflections on nowadays-healthcare evolving situations:

4.1.1 Actors’ engagement

Step 1 (actors’ engagement) begins with actors become interested in a given situation and need to play specific roles and be involved and ‘engaged’ in a given relationship. This becomes a part of this engagement. For example, in the smoking cessation program, a patient playing the role as a parent, may include the support of family members, physician and staff to engage in a specific relationship that gets all involved, in order to sustain the health behaviour. Engagement of family members and community has become more common way to extend the H-SES to sustain health behaviour such as improve health literacy and address food insecurity.

4.1.2 Actors’ relationships

Once the initial ‘connection’ of relevant actors has led to begin the engagement, it is possible to witness continuous interactions, activated by the harmony in both the goals and common purpose among all involved as in the step n.2 (actors’ relationships). In fact, lots organizations in H-SES recognize the need for collective engagement in addressing food insecurities and improving health literacy, there are pilot efforts underway to begin the engagement process and revise and refine the goals.
4.1.3 Subjective awareness

When the context within which this engagement is populated by multiple actors, whose behaviour can directly or indirectly influence (on the other hand in a reciprocal way) the engagement, then this awareness becomes a part of recognizing various spheres of culture that can influence the success of such an engagement as a whole [32, 33, 34] as shown in the step n.3 (subjective awareness). For example, during Covid-19, the engagement of new actors became necessary in addressing the needs of clients such as social and community health workers and technology providers and they bring a different culture to the engagement.

4.1.4 Shared intentionality

Recognizing the cultural differences that influence each agent should lead to nurturing these so that there is empathy, trust and encouragement of all involvement to stay focused on the shared goals and harmony in purpose highlighted in step n.4 (shared intentionality). For example, healthcare organizations’ staff recognized the differing competencies among community health workers, who are tasked to provide healthcare screening and education using health monitors and digital apps, and developed culturally sensitive information and easy to use technologies to support the shared goal of sustain health screening. This allowed to focus on other client needs such as testing and addressing food and economic insecurities.

4.1.5 Finality alignment

When the cooperation of all involved comes with a conviction that their working together can lead to mutual satisfaction (actual or latent), it allows them to work towards the collective goals and overcome gaps of the step n.5 (finality alignment). For example, in some cases, healthcare managers recognized during the first value cycle that health literacy [41] that focused on nutrition and physical activity during Covid-19 is not sufficient as clients needed support to address their mental health issues. This led to engaging a new educator of mental health in the health literacy program, so as to ensure that all are working to address the evolving needs of the clients on mental health during Covid-19.

4.1.6 Resource integration

This positive condition of such actor engagement becomes the foundation for a continued exchange of information and sharing of resources deemed necessary to support sustained value in spite of evolving changes in the ecosystem. This becomes critical as a part of a longer-term strategy of step n.6 (resource integration), as minor adaptations due to changing ecosystem demands should not distract the engagement of actors to support the shared goals that has started the initial interaction [37].

4.1.7 Emergence in action

Finally, by operating in this type of continually evolving dynamic, a virtuous circuit of value cycles are used to remain agile in spite of changes in both customer and organizational culture [39] as evidenced in step n.7 (emergence in action). For example, today many hospitals continue to explore the role of remote monitoring technologies to enable clients to self-manage their health and engage social service providers in improving access to care among underserved neighborhoods [35]. This process will continue with appropriate agreement of the desired health outcomes and monitoring these outcomes to make the multi-actor engagement agile to empower clients and improve their health behavior [39].
4.2 Elaborating the quadruple aim of the H-SES under the A4A lens

A4A focuses precisely on the motivational drivers using a systems’ dynamics approach that includes pro-activity, the convergence of ideas and values, shared intentionality, equality, cognitive alignment, integration of resources, emergency and viability [10]. There are systemic elements and structural elements that deserve investigation. The A4A logic occurs when there is [10]

- Active participation with a reciprocal contribution in other people's activities;
- Active interactions: being in context, conscious of action and outcome; empathy takes on a role;
- Common purpose and shared intentionality with a mutual interest in a shared action, in non-opportunistic and non-speculative behaviours, growing alignment of strategies in the programming phase
- Convergence through synergies and cooperation, with a high sensitivity to collective satisfaction; The network logic and the System effect (positive sum) are clearly evident from the dynamic interchange between the actors of the supply chain;
- Exchange and co-ownership, with a certain awareness and a clear will on the part of the subjects involved; the value is inevitably co-generated, the contribution is multi-part; the very viability of an organization is commensurate with the realization of the propensity for change (including structural).
- Dynamics in Context – allowing new interactions to develop with a commitment and self-involvement are the basis of every interaction, to facilitate the co-creation process as much as possible, organizations tend to adapt by constantly re-configuring;

Therefore, A4A approach would be a compass of optimizing health system performance, through the adaptation of the quadruple aim to enhance patient experience, improve population health, reduce costs, and improve the work life of healthcare providers, including clinicians and staff. The systems perspective, described above, allows to identify the critical elements, including environmental ones, with which it must confront, in order to cope with the numerous external and internal changes, which, especially in the long term, can influence its work [42]. As we continue this section, we elaborate this A4A lens to the quadruple aim of the H-SES. This approach and the outcome of our work, could be helpful in facilitating service continuity and adaptation of Actors and under pressure in today’s complex H-SES. This can help us in matching A4A main steps and healthcare quadruple aims – QAs (as compared in the fig.1), as follows:

4.2.1 Better patient experience

To enhance patient experience (QA-1), actors are engaged (A4A-1), building relationships, learning, and knowledge sharing while interacting (A4A-2). The concept of learning is fundamental above all for so-called “intelligent” systems, which may be able to self-reconfigure in order to resist / persist in a sustainable way over time. The very concept of “smart” (a term recently proposed and accredited in the field of research on the Service) implies well-defined characteristics for the systems; systems are defined as intelligent because they react to external changes through the rational and intelligent use of available resources, adapting their structure to the use of knowledge, trying to "feel" their context and acquiring / selecting new useful experiences. In these cases, the supply chain is re-conceptualized as a network of service systems and for this reason it presents a configuration that cannot be defined a priori, but rather capable of being iridescent, adapting and evolving with respect to the changing conditions of the context. The contribution of knowledge, the application of skills, the ability to configure and re-configure, the desire to establish long-term relationships with subjects considered strategic all represent elements of a systemic way
of being adaptive. Learnings from the pandemic inform future practices. Knowledge sharing among service providers in the H-SES offer opportunities leading to greater resilience in the healthcare system [44]. Data, collected and transformed into tacit knowledge through actor collaboration [45], can support decision makers in addressing the surrounding complexity by making the H-SES more smart and resilient and promoting its renewal [46]. For example, the pandemic has given swift rise to online communities among older adults’ communal coping practices [47]. These knowledge platforms helped shape the learnings and increased the outreach to an otherwise quiet actor population [48]. Elsewhere, the pandemic has pushed the boundary of virtual care. Technologies such as telehealth [49] and care at home [50] have improved access to specialty care. Ultimately, with reference to healthcare, smart logics produce significant effects in terms of efficiency, quality of service [51], user satisfaction, highlighting the comparison between the different real intelligent service systems and the evaluation of relative performance: each smart service systems is able to improve its solutions and achieve sustainable success, thus becoming a viable system! Data-driven decisions drive the H-SES well-being only when they imply an immediate improvement of the patients’ experience in the care of their health.

4.2.2 Improved population health

To improve population health (QA-2), actors strive towards awareness of their context (A4A-3) as they align (A4A-4) to a common purpose (A4A-5). A fundamental step in healthcare management is therefore to develop an intelligent organization that bases its management and strategies on advanced technological solutions within and outside an H-SES. Innovations in technology that integrate actors from the value cycle of care delivery contribute to the adherence to clinical management guideline [52], and the satisfaction of both patients and providers [53]. Different actors such as payers, providers and carers must understand societal values such as patient preference and willingness-to-pay, in order to quantify the value of new interventions and extra-clinical outcomes associated effective treatments [54]. The decrease in mortality rates in ICUs through uniform transparency about care and referral protocols [52] and reduction of sepsis risks [55] can be witness of such actor alignment to decrease length of stay within progressive care units, availing the services to more patients and contribution to an overall better population health outcome [56]. The healthcare global service ought to organize in a functional way to maximize its usefulness for the different needs of users and the availability of resources of the actors involved in the delivery process. Management coordination is required and therefore the introduction of strong integration mechanisms to allow functioning in a new, contemporary, more interactive and collaborative logic, in order to achieve concrete results, and at the same time to favor innovative processes aimed at identifying solutions originals for the benefit of the user first.

4.2.3 Reduced cost of care

As they aim for cost reduction and resource democratization (QA-3), Actors prioritize resource integration (A4A-6). While value co-creation within the service exchange is perceived through the sensitivity of the actors involved, proper information and knowledge management contribute to building awareness that drives resource integration for the benefit of the H-SES as a whole [10]. The integration of these direct and indirect actors, with their activities and interactions, contributes to enabling the value proposition of the service [57]. Resource integration is necessary to co-create value and develop new interactions. For example, during the pandemic emergency, the need for social protection and social distancing provided incentive for innovation, and telemedicine has emerged as an efficient and effective way to provide care while reducing hospital overload and COVID-19 spread, care costs have
decreased on average of 30% per claim [49]. Such resource integration initiatives spawned new end-to-end innovation adoption models that require the combination of technology, practice and legislative resources [58]. Elsewhere, chronic disease management, faced with competing priorities for service provisioning, drove the evolution of the H-SES through enhanced coordination and resource integration between different actors (patients, doctors, service providers, relatives, caregivers, etc.). Coordination between actors in the supply chain, wearable device manufacturers and drug makers delivered virtual adherence aids, care at home technologies [59] and monitoring mechanisms to reduce the risk on patients and lower the cost of care [60]. In this sense, the functionality of healthcare service systems does not derive from intuition or chance, but from systematic methods, continuous learning, timely data collection, rational innovation, social responsibility and network governance.

4.2.4 Improving the wellbeing of the care team

Actors learn to adapt and reconfigure to the new dynamics of service continuity (A4A-7) to improve the work-life of the providers (QA4) – restarting the dynamic cycle of the quadruple aim. Through adaptation, actors realize the effective contextual conditions for directing their efforts toward shared benefits derived from a shared purpose [61]. Hospitals have adapted technology systems and operational processes to improve efficiencies and provide timelier access to specialty care [49] and decreased emergency department utilization [62], reflecting on lesser workload on the staff. The quality of the nursing practice has improved by adapting resources and relationships to different modalities of care [63], improving the morale affecting workforce engagement and safety such as workforce burn-out [64] as structural, technological and systemic adaptations are formalized [65]. This leads to a spirit of constant adaptation (structural and systemic) and therefore is the result of a continuous and continuously stimulated reasoning, encouraging more interaction, co-creation, eternalizing the A4A cycle.

5. Reflections through the virtuous example of telemedicine

Central to the reconfiguration capability of the H-SES, health technology focuses on the interaction between the patient and the multiple actors and services in the healthcare ecosystem. Healthcare technology are tools available to healthcare professionals aimed at improving not only the quality of care, but also the production efficiency of the healthcare macro-sector. Thanks to emerging technology in healthcare, such as telemedicine, the disruption of the service delivery due to the pandemic has attenuated.

Telemedicine is therefore a great example of this value proposition through our adapted lens of the A4A/QAIM:

- **Actors’ engagement - relationships, learning, and knowledge sharing:** Through the application of telemedicine technology, actor engagement has increased, enabled through non-conventional interactions between the multiple actors in the H-SES. For instance, telemedicine using smartphones have enabled more flexible and mobile work [66] with emphasis on continuity of care at home [67].

- **Actors pursue awareness of context as they align to a common purpose:** All actors in this contexts were assured a continuous value cycle, aligning to a common purpose. The practice of telemedicine has improved patient experience through ensuring timeliness of care [62, 63, 49] and better access [68, 69, 50], while leading to an improved quality of life for care seekers [70] and care givers [53]. Telehealth use has been connected to decreased hospitalization and resource utilization [62], lessening the workload on the care staff [71], thus improving the work life of health care providers [65] and reducing cost of care [72, 73] while improving the outcome of care [54].
- **Actors prioritize resource integration and democratization**: Hospitals adopting telehealth have seen improvement in operational efficiencies and timelier access to specialty care [49]. For example, timely diagnosis, with the use of telehealth for minor illnesses in children and adolescents decreased emergency department utilization by 22% [60]. All the same, telehealth programs can be cost saving for intermediate and high-risk patients over a 1- to 5-year window [73]. The cost reduction can be direct through actual cost of intervention or consultation and indirect through reduction in the consumption of hospital services [72].

- **Actors learn to adapt and reconfigure - dynamics of Continuity**: With the implementation of telehealth in the model of care, satisfaction levels at the provider experience have improved [71]. Provider satisfaction have improved in 94% of cases of telehealth implementations [65], an indication that actors were able to adapt and reconfigure. Telehealth consultations contribute to the adherence to clinical management guideline [52] and the satisfaction of both patients and providers [53] and showed no significant difference in adherence to treatment guidelines across the multiple care modalities (primary care, urgent care, etc.) of which telemedicine has become one.

### 6. Conclusions and the limitations/future research insights

Summarizing, the premise of the A4A approach presents the notion that actors engage, establish relationships, each in their subjective awareness, aligning their objectives to the equifinality of the outcome, while they integrate the system’s resource in an evolving value cycle [10]. Through this lens, the concept of continuous adaptation translates into fundamentals of actor engagement, serving the essential aims of H-SES (Figure 3).

![Fig.3. Quadruple Aim through the lens of A4A for actor engagement - A4A/QAIM](https://example.com/fig3)

The sharing of purpose, the integration of resources, systemic equality and knowledge sharing are the synthesis of the relationship "4" (or "for" logic). In view of A4A, in every dynamic system the equilibrium once reached is maintained with repeated behaviors, which in a certain sense constitute the historical memory of the interaction, and which do not cancel
each other out on the occasion of the modifications that may occur in the meantime; an interactive system does not start from scratch every time, but maintains the conquests acquired even when it has to look for other balances.

Actor engagement fosters value creating relationships, continuous learning, and knowledge sharing, leading to better patient experience. As actors pursue deeper awareness of their context (such as a pandemic), they align to a common purpose, to improve population health. Actors prioritize resource integration and democratization for the reduction of cost of care and they learn to adapt and reconfigure while navigating the dynamics of value provisioning. This adaptation capability contributes to a sense of wellbeing. The A4A model can then be a compass for optimizing health system performance, through the adaptation of the quadruple aim, which could be helpful in overcoming actual problems and mistakes by giving some nudges for today’s H-SES.

Therefore, our paper informs the practice of Healthcare management in the complex H-SES. It proposes actionable knowledge grounded on theory, with a real contribution to Service Science through the suggestion of interaction evolution in service innovation roadmaps that exploit the learning systems imbedded in these interactions [75] while identifying specific value creating outcomes in alignment with the quadruple aims. Nevertheless, further research is encouraged to use our proposed alignment as cornerstone to investigate the multiple facets of the interaction, considering digital actors, and other non-human constituents of the complex healthcare ecosystem.
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